A.H. is proudly using NanoSeptic continuously self-cleaning surfaces for the benefit of our customers. These surfaces self-clean 24/7 for up to 90 days, NanoSeptic surfaces utilize mineral nano-crystals which create a powerful oxidation reaction that continually oxidizes organic contaminants. NanoSeptic products turn high traffic public touchpoints into continuously self-cleaning surfaces.

**Handle Wraps**
- Peel & stick wraps fit tubular handles about 1" in diameter
  - Small 3"x4" 25ct Box
  - Medium 4"x6" 25ct Box

**Jumbo Cut Sheet** (12"x18" sheet)
- 1" grid easy-cut squares can be customized to use on many different handles and surfaces

**Door Handle Sleeve** (4" silicone)
- 20ct Box
- Used with lever-handle doors.
- Can also be used on coffee pot handles
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**Door Push Pads**
6x9" peel & stick skins can be used on push doors. They're perfect for restroom or locker doors.

25ct Box

**Jumbo Handle Wrap**
For use with wide push bars or any flat, tubular, or square push pad handle.

4"x18" Wrap

**Touch Screen Film**
This clear 12x18" NanoSeptic film turns any touchscreen into a continuously self-cleaning surface. Low tack adhesive backing provides a more secure installation than traditional static cling. Can be cut to fit any size screen. This film is intentionally not completely clear. NanoSeptic identifying label included on all film.

12"x18" Film

**Handle Wraps - Additional Uses for Small & Med. Wraps**
NanoSeptic small and medium handle wraps can be used on a variety of surfaces, from door knobs to microwave handles to warehouse equipment and more. Wraps are customizable to the customer's needs.
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